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Question: 1
A customer, owning an HP EVA storage array, requests a solution that provides access to servers which do not
require Fibre Channel performance to their block storage. Which product should be included in the solution?
A. HPStorageWorks 400 Multi-Protocol Router
B. HPStorageWorks EVA iSCSI Connectivity Option
C. HPStorageWorks IP Distance Gateway
D. HPStorageWorks Coarse Wave Division Multiplexing Solution
Answer: B
Question: 2
Which product provides target-based management for storage and RAID management, setup, configuration, and
troubleshooting?
A. HPStorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Array Cluster
B. HP SAN Virtualization Services Platform (SVSP)
C. HP P4000 G2 Multi-Site SAN
D. HPStorageWorks P2000 G3 Modular Smart Array
Answer: D
Question: 3
Which innovative split-path architecture solution provides centrally-managed storage pooling and virtual volume
provisioning?
A. HP P4000 G2 Storage Cluster architecture
B. HPStorageWorks EVA
C. HP SAN Virtualization Services Platform (SVSP)
D. HP X9000 scale-out solution
Answer: C
Question: 4
The CIO of a regional banking company indicates that the bank needs to open a new data center to handle an
increase in business and to properly protect the data of their customers. The existing data center servers are
running an older version of Solaris on ProLiant. New servers at the new data center will run the latest version of
Solaris on ProLiant. Data from the EVA storage array at the existing data center will be replicated to new storage.
Which resource validates compatibility with server OS versions and storage arrays?
A. SANValidator
B. SPOCK
C. Sales Builder
D. SAN Design Guide
Answer: B
Question: 5
The CIO of a regional banking company indicates that the bank needs to open a new data center to handle an
increase in business and to properly protect the data of their customers. The new data center will initially contain 25
servers and Fibre Channel-based storage. After the first two years, a minimum of 30 additional servers and any
necessary storage will be added. These additional servers will include both rack and blade type servers. Due to
current economic conditions, the bank needs to preserve cash and wants to purchase only components to handle
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the initial business need. The CIO also mentions that TCO is important to the CEO. The CIO does not want to have
to replace any of the infrastructure components when expanding the data center in the future. Which type of SAN
infrastructure is recommended as a solution for this bank?
A. Entry-level SAN with HP H-Series switches
B. Midrange level SAN with HP B-Series switches
C. Embedded switches with HP C-Series switches
D. Converged Infrastructure SAN with DCB
Answer: B
Question: 6
A consultant recently visited a customer at a paper manufacturing site. The company has a small IT staff that
performs basic server and storage administration. The IT staff wants a simple way to diagnose system faults,
perform basic configuration management and keep system software up to- date. The paper manufacturer currently
has EVA-based storage, a small SAN, and 10-15 servers. Two of these servers are VMware hosts, with 10-20 VMs
per host running both Windows Server and SuSE Enterprise Linux operating systems. Which HP software should
the consultant recommend to meet the IT staff's requirements?
A. HPProLiant Essentials Manager
B. HP System Management Platform
C. HP Storage Essentials
D. HP Systems Insight Manager
Answer: D
Question: 7
A consultant speaks to the CIO of an automotive manufacturing company. The CIO reveals the company's plan to
open a new data center to handle an expected increase in sales in the coming year. The CIO also mentions that
TCO is important to the CEO, and the CIO does not want to replace components when expanding the data center.
Which resource is available to analyze the expected cost of the storage for the new data center and provide
financial justification?
A. Business Value Tool
B. Alinean ROI Tool
C. Sales Builder for Windows
D. Storage Works TCO Calculator
Answer: B
Question: 8
In being able to address a customer's business needs, a Converged Infrastructure requires more than just some
products connected loosely or in partnership with other companies. HP is uniquely positioned to deliver on a full
version of the Converged Infrastructure. What are some aspects of the Converged Infrastructure that give HP a
significant advantage in the marketplace? (Select two.)
A. Power and cooling technologies
B. san bridges and routers
C. Flexible servers and storage
D. Data center design methodology
Answer: A, C
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